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others to get their purses and other
belongings.
"But for this fact, I believe, nearly
In the
till would have been saved.
last fire drill we had the entire building emptied in 20 seconds.
Dead May Never be Known
The exact number of persons who
perished in the fire in the factory of
the Binghamton Clothing
company
yesterday may never be knowm The
FACMANY GIRLS IN BURNING
list of employes Is in the ruins. Only
half a dozen of the bodies recovered
TORY THOUGHT ALARM WAS
have beet) identified. Acareful estiONLY FOR PRACTICE
mate today places the number of
those in the building at the time the
WENT AFTER THEIR WRAPS fire started at 111. Of these only 53
are known to have been saved.
15
Six dead have been identified;
WHEN PREPARED TO LEAVE THE
are
charred
bodies,
beyond recognition,
STRUCTURE THEY FOUND THE
in the morgue; seven injured are in
EXITS CUT OFF
the hospitals; 46, several slightly inare safe at their homes; 11
jured,
i
have been reported by relatives as
FIFTY
REACH
MAY
DEAD
missing, and 2fi others are unaccount-
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ed by these two battalions is one of
lieve the Americans at Madera. Meanextreme interest. Las Vegas is suptime the attack on; Juarez is given up.
plied with water from the reservoir
Villa, it is said, hopes to win recognithat is situated near Camp McDonald.
tion for the rebels from the United
This was supposed to be In the hands
States government by protecting its
BY
of the enemy. The problem given the
citizens.
battalions to work was to capture this
He has sent part of his men to the
reservoir and turn on the water supMexican Central railroad south of
ply in Las Vegas which was supposJuarez to resist attempts of the federed to have been cut off by the enemy.
als to rebuild the railroad between
As the country there is open this was
Chihuahua and" Juarez. Repair crews
EXCELLENT
MARKSMANSHIP
IS a hard action to perform so that the GENERAL
SUPERINTENDENT OF are only a few miles below Juarez and
THIRD MILITARY BALL TO BE
loss of life among the battalions
SHOWN BY CANDIDATES FOR
a train is expected into Juarez by to
SOUTHERN PACIFIC IS IN
GIVEN COMPLIMENTARY TO
would be small. The battalions had
morrow. This will enable Chihuahua
TEAM
TROUBLE IN MEXICO
advanced within close range of the
FIRST REGIMENT
to get food again, if the federals can
enemy this morning ana finally a
keep the road open.
ONLY
ONE
VEGAN supposed darkness overtook them and GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATING
LAS
Reports in El Paso today are that A
BAND
CONCERT
FIRST
they were forced to abandon the adtwo Americans, who were going across
vance. An order for reinforcements
SERGEANT LUJAN OF COMPANY was sent in and with these troops the ACTING
SECRETARY
OF NAVY country, have been arrested and de
LAS VEGAS MUSICAL
tained by the federals at Chihuahua. GREATER
H SECURES
A PLACE BY
TAKES THE MATTER UP
battalions hope in the morning to
W. W. Stewart, manager of the Parral
ORGANIZATION
TO START
succeed in taking the reservoir.
WITH PRESIDENT
GOOD SHOOTING
Light and Power company, and A. J
THE FUN GOING
The men participating in this work
Mcyuatter, a mining man, also of
are taking an interest never display
A
NOT IN DANGER Parral, recently left El Paso for ParHIKE
IS
BIG
SUCCESS ed among the militia before and are AMERICANS
ral overland, and are the only Ameri EVERYBODY
IS
INVITED
working towards the capture of the
,:
'"' "
'
cans known to have been traveling
ed for.
reservoir as though they were in real
REPORTS OF DISTURBANCES
IN in that section.
Mrs. Ida Prentiss, who suffered tei- - GUARD AND REGULAR OFFICERS warfare.
ONLY 41 OUT OF 125 EMPLOYES
NO ADMISSION IS TO BE CHARGMajor Bujac this morning
MADERA SAID TO HAVE
toA message from Stewart to his wife
died
WITH
PLEASED
SHOWING
rible
burns
ARE
about
the
head,
in
all
his
stated that
OF NEW YORK CONCERN ARE
experience of
ED; SIMISON ORCHESTRA TO
BEEN EXAGGERATED
here, dated Chihuahla, says:
MADE BY REGIMENT
day, and Mrs, Mary Benny, another
warfare and he was engaged in the
KNOWN TO HAVE ESCAPED
FURNISH MUSIC
"I
am
all
of the injured, Jg hot expected to re-- f
right."
service for a number of years with
'
As
he
did
not
at
Intend
c'.iver. City of iciais estimate ths death
stopping
Washington, July 23. Acting SecreThe hike that was taken yesterday the regular army he had never seed
in accordance with a custom inaugBinghamton, N. V., J'aly 23. At day- total at 50, but admit It may reach
and
work displdyed tary Roosevelt of the navy today call- Chihuahua, friends think he is one
hard
the
interest
New
the
First
evening by
regiment,
of the prisoners.
urated in 1909, The Optio tonight will
break today a big force of city em- 60 and possibly more.
the
as
shown
was
at
before
ed
Cowles
Admiral
by
Rear
being
upon
Mexico National Guard, proved to be
Crowds gathered about the scene of
give a big military ball In honor of
New Mexico National Guard.
ployes began the search for the dead
the report
.Guaymas to investigate
ong of the most profitable maneuvers
Had
Smoke"
BOldiers of the First regiment, New
the
entombed beneath the smoldering the disaster today and silently watch ever
to
a
"Holy
battalion
would
"I
my
Thomas
that
Hind, assistant general
prefer
participated In by the. state miDallas, Tex., July 23. How some of Mexico National Guard, While The
ruins of the Overall factory of the ed the men at work in the debris un- litia. The
said
of
battalion
Pathe
of
Southern
composed
regulars,"
superintendent
men, in heavy marching
Binghamton Clothing company. Con- der the direction of Mayor Irving. order and in charge of their com- Major Bujac this morning. "The In- cific railroad in Mexico, is held for his Mex;can captors used leaves of his Optic is host and baa provided the
terest that they take in this work Is ransom by Mexican federals there. Bible for cigarette papers was told by best possible entertainment, the peoservative estimates place the number Chared bits of human flesh were pickmanders, left Camp McDonald at 3:30
beI ever saw In the regular The state department was without L. L. Davis of Dallas, who reached ple of LaB Vegas are expected to co50.
ed up here and there, and shortly
of dead at more than
o'clock and reached the Hot Springs better than
home today after being a prisoner of operate with, this newspaper in makwomen
burn
a
was
information of the incident.
125
noon
About
fore
employes, mostly
recovered,
body
at about 5 o'clock where they pitched army."
constitutionalists In Mexico from May ing the affair a success. The Optic
is we'll pleased with
The
has
The
Buffalo
major
gone
and girls, were trapped in the burning ed beyond recognition .
ship
suppiy
their dog tents and cooked supper. The
41
and 13 until July 19.
from Guaymas to Topolobampo
were known
District Attorney Meager announced return trip was started soon after
predicts that Las Vegans will be preswalls. Of these only
were"
fe.w
Davis
a
said
on
there
bolatonly
ent in great numbers and that they
at
the
Five)
charred
conditions
Page
Sixteen
a
(Continued
that
reported
to have escaped.
quiet
thorough investigation supper and proved to be the best part
today
in the book when he was will exercise a spirit of cordiality and
left
Louisrecovchapters
ter
the
and
cause
were
of
the
to
as
place,
made
the
be
would
battleship
as
unidentified,
and
yet
dies,
of the hike, as it was then dark
iana, which went to Tuxpam, has re- released.
disaster and to determine the respon-- J the men obtained the experience of
friendship to the soldiers. This is
ered last night.
HELD
NOT
Cruz.
This
EMINEM
turned
to
Vera
latter
what has occurred at the two precedloss
are:
of
life,
If
the
dead
for
identified
The
any,
sibllity,
maneuvering after nightfali.
ofAdmiral Called Upon
movement
leads
navy
department
NELLIE CONNOR.
formaing Optic dances, with the result that
rear
and
Mayor Irving will issue a proclama-- !
The advance
guar
Newport, R. I., July 23. Rear Ad the soldiers have gone to their homes,
tlon calling on the citizens of Bing tion was used on the return trip,
SIDNEY DIMMICK.
FOR T3AIN' WREGK ficers to conclude that a measure of miral
Frank E. Beatty, commander of
order has been restored at Tuxpam.'
MARY CREGAN.
parts iltjhe state, .teliU;
hampton for a general observance of giving valuable experience in this form
the
division of the Atlantic their friends that Las Vegas pec;
Fourth
State
say
reports
today
department
a day to be set apart for the funeral of procedure. The men made the
MISS FULMER.
SMASH-UAs many of the ho-- ' trip easily, showing that should they NEW
AT that while the activities of the Amer- fleet, today received orders to report have the' right spirit and that this is
of the victims.
LOUISE HARTWELL.
HAVEN'S
ican cowboys at Madera has strained at Washington. The admiral arrived a
dies are unrecognizable, ap ublic fun-- ; at some time be enlisted in the regMRS. ALVIN WHITE.
STAMFORD NOT CAUSED BY
good place In which to live.
conditions
there, there is said to be here Monday with his flagship Minne
and
eral will be conducted by the city
MARY PRYOR.
NEGLIGENCE
If The Optic can show the soldiers
ular army of the United States they
little danger except to the persons sota from Vera Cruz, Mexico, where a
The list of 134 employes of the com- the unknown dead will be buried in n would be able to hold up under segood time and send them awav
for the killing of El the, battleship had been stationed for
responsible
Saturerected.
be
23.
Neithwill
a
on
on
shaft
which
were
the
conditions.
who
vere
for Las Vegas, it will considConn.,
payrolls
July
Bridgeport,
plot
marching
pany
Mochos bandits. General Pancho Vil'ia for than two months. It is understood boosting
a success.
Colone'i Abbott this morning ex- er Engineer
Frank S. Ash of Binghamton, an
er
dance
Dozerty nor the New
the
day, some of whom were on vacation,
of the constitutionalist forces, is re- that American officials wish to consult
Is in the safe under the ruins, making inspector for the state labor depart-- ! pressed himeelf as well pleased with Haven & Hartford railway was guilty
the
courtesy of Manager F.
Through
to be taking an interest in the him regarding conditions in Mexico.
the task of compiling the list of dead ment, said today that the fire escapes the hike and "the way in which the of criminal negligence in connection ported of Americans at
Robert Kasper
Director
O.
and
Blood
the
Madera,
safety
Experience of this with the wreck at Stamford on June federals
a difficult one. The loss by fire and on the building were of a type ap men worked.
band, that
Las
Greater
Vegas
of
the
having no force in the vicinTorreon is Captured
class is the kind that gives the milit- 12, according to the finding of Corowater to the buildings and stocks of proved by the state regulations.
will
onranlaztion
musical
excellent
ity.
Eagle Pass, Tex., Tex., July 23.--iamen real service practice, in con- ner Phelan here today. The finding
the five concerns la estimated at more
concerts in several localities-oshort
beof
play
communication
Suspension
unconfirmed report that Torreon had
is based on the death of Ada Pearl
sideration of which fact Lieutenant
than $200,000, largely covered by inthe East and West sides this evenINDIANS WANT MONEY
been captured by constitutionalists
one of the six tween Saltilio and Monterey and
IT. S." A., who has charge of the Kelley of Chicago,
surance.
Just before the dance begins,
no
with
ing.
is
from
Saltilio,
reported
was received here today. Constitu
Washington, July 23. A delegation camp this year, ordered the hike. passengers killed in the Pullman car
The heavy loss of life is believed to
is scheduled for 9 o'clock, a conrailwhich
National
over
communication
the
Red
Chief
tionalist officials at their headquartLieutenant Rosel'i also expressed him- Skylark, which was telescoped. Her
have been largely due to the fact that of Sioux Indians, headed by
the armory. Evbe given
will
cert
to
south.
road
the
S. D. re self as
ers, Piedras Negras, refused to confirm
pleased with the results ob- death was classed as "accidental."
the employes, believing that one of Dog, from the Pine Ridge,,
the band
to
follow
invited
is
Abolish
r
erybody
Neutrality.
"one-yeaMay
the house In tained.
v
the report.
The coroner urged that the
the frequent fire drills was being held, servation, today asked
the
courtesy
to
Through
of
the neutrality proclamathe armory.
Repeal
to direct the
rule" for engineers (under which
The program for today was the
were slow in leaving the building. dian affairs committee
the Las
of
W.
Southard
arms
P.
of
of
tion
exportation
Manager
prohibiting
of $1,800,-00- same as has been followed for the the engineers serve one year on
Even when it became known that the distribution of tribal funds
band will
the
the
Traction
considered
Mexico
to
is
company
by
being
Vegas
The regimental slow trains before taking out fast
pro rata. The committee refer- past several days.
building was on fire, many returned
administration as the next step In the TURKS REGAINING
be enabled to go from one concert-plac- e
o'clock trains) does not give sufficient experibeto the dressing rooms on the upper red them to the interior department. inspection occurred at 3:40
to another this evening on the
situation.
Conferences
Mexican
'i
this afternoon, followed by the
ence, and said the limit should be in- tween President Wilson and congresfloor for clothing and valuables.
cars.
inr
creased to three years. The
parade.- The inspection
LOST TERRITORY The Optic wishes it understood that
The flames spread with lightningsional leaders were planned for discluded the uniforms, rifles, belts and rule is fixed by agreement with tiie cussion of the
to
which
like rapidity and the intensity of the
many
proposal
no admittance fee will be charged for
CLASSED
bayonets of the men and the results engineers' union..
heat prevented the firemen from get- M'VEAGH
leaders have given their approval.
the dance, Everybody is invited and
"The practice of allowing one high
proved to be satisfactory.
While official statements were lack- KIRK KILLESSEH
PEOPLE WEL- everybody is expected to be present.
ting within fighting range of the
11
at
for
calls
into
to
follow
taps
another
The
program
speed train
COME MOSLEMS WITH A
ing today as to what support Presibuilding until rescue was impossible.
The tighted the armory can be jammed
o'clock but this rule will not be ob- what is practically the same block and
Women and girls, too weak to go furWilson has given to the project,
dent
GREAT OVATION
with dancers and spectators tonight,
of
account
the
on
big
a
served tonight
few feet of another a
to come within
ther, dropped exhausted on the single
partial canvass of the house and
the better will The Optic be pleased.
of'
officers
the
kindly
is
track
a
one,
on
dance,
Optic
same
the
foolhardy
senate foreign affairs committees to23. An official The
fire escape in the rear of the building
July
Constantinople,
dance will be entirely informal,
at
men
remain
to
WAT- fering to ailow the
the coroner said, and does "rude vio- day led those interested in the move communication giving details of the
and literally roasted to death, portions FORMER REPRESENTATIVE
need put on his gladdest
is
and
dance
nobody
last
the
until
affair
in
to
this
lence to the public belief that
SON HAD LITTLE USE FOR
to believe that the prohibition against
of the bodies dropping into the street
of Kirk Killisseh by Turk- raiment unless he desires. The girl
played.
sure safety, trains while running, are shipments of arms could be repealed
TAFT'S FRIEND
Others jumped and were killed.
ish troops was issued by the Ottoman in the white shirtwaist and black
The meeting that was held at the
the
of
kept one block apart."
Half a dozen
little
with
delay.
government today to counterbalance skirt will look just as happy and a
house yesterday morning by
In reference to automatic train stops.
Washington, .luly 23. With three- range
It Is understood to be the belief of the Bulgarian allegations as to atro whole lot more comfortable, perhaps,
girls rushed into the elevator which
was
for
the
of
regiment
the officers
he said he was convinced that "there the administration officials that should
was standing on the fourth floor. A fiftns of the Mulhall letters in the
cities committed by the Turks. It than the girl in a party gown, and the
to- the purpose of making arrangements
committee
to
their
senate
re automatic stops, speed controls free exportation of arms be permitted
the
lobby
record
all
dropped
minute later
The
governgives a picturesque account of how man in the. business suit will bo Just
fin- to enlarge the militia.
and other safety devices in a fair state to all factions in Mexico the present the inhabitants of Kirk Killisseh welday hurried along in an effort to
death.
of
number
certain
a
as welcome as the man in the dress
ment
requires
of development and the New Haven situation might adjust itself.
firemen employed in the ish the reading by tomorrow.
. Volunteer
comed the Moslem army. It says:
as the-Neand
each,
men
suit.
for
regiment,
road should feel obliged to install some
The committee decided to expedite
The constitutionalists have repeatshons flong the line of the Erie rail
"The ovation was indescribable, and
Mexico milHia is short three
The Simison orchestra will funnst
edly claimed that lack of arms was flowers were showered from the win- the music, which will start promptly
road, who were in the city for their things as much as possible, putting companies, there was a. slight com- of these in proper places."
the only bar to quick victory.
annual tournament, aided the firemen. scores of letters in the record without
dows on the Ottoman troops by wo- at 9 o'clock. This organization has
plication In regard to government
The repeal is proposed on the ground men weeping from happiness."
In holiday clothes they assisted in run- specific identification.
was decided that the New
It
provided a program of unusual excelbuildFormer Secretary MacVeagh was
that there is no recognized government
ning lines of hose to the tops of
Mexico National Guard should be inlence, containing all the newest pop
dubbed a mugwump in a letter from
TODAY IN CONGRESS
in Mexico and that wheiv the prohibiings that were threatened.
Bucharest is Selected
creased to the extent of three comular pieces.
Multo
tion was enacted a regularly constitut- Sofia, Bulgaria, July 23. Servla and
Reed B. Freeman president of the former Representative Watson
to be organized at the earlipanies,
1909.
Manager Southard of the street .ar
estion
18,
Watson,
hall
September
ed government, recognized officially Greece
that peace negoBinghampton Clothing company,
est posible date. With this addition
agreed
today
company said today that he won id run
No by the United tates, was in existence.
Washington, July 23, Senate:
mates there were about 125 employes evidently trying to land Secretary the New Mexico militia will be equal
tiations with Bulgaria should take cars as
long as is necessary to jyst the
Later today it developed that the at- place in Bucharest. An armistice is
in the building when the fire started. Schwedtman, of the Manufacturers, to any of the western divisions and senator being ready to speak on tariff
soldiers and the other dancers borne
of the measure, section titude of the administration toward ex- on the tariff board, wrote that Presi- will also he
In Nish and will probcomposed of a full regi- bill, reading
Eighty per cent of the girls employed
arranged
being
rethe ball is over. Closing time
'
dent f aft was selecting only men
were Americans.
ment. The report that was scattered by section, for amendment was begun. portations of arms to Mexico would be ably bo concluded within a couple cf pfter set at 1
o'clock, and Maua :'
Lobby investigating committee hur- to withhold executive permits from days. Roumania has refined Tu. key's
"It isn't money loss or the business commondea by MacVeagh.
about the camp yesterday by a pri- would have cars ru-- i
he
'cuthard said
"If he were a republican we might vate to tne errect mat tne men womu3 ried introduction of the remainder of both the Huerta and Carranza facthat overcomes me." he said today,
to participate in the peac e
request
a
time
until the last dan
that
:t'v
MacinK
"but it is the' thought of those girls, reach him," wrote Watson of
not receive money allowed them by the Mulhall letters in efforts to con- tions and force them to gather muniLis home.
reached
had
I
cr
a
and
is
mugwump
"but
he
tions of war elsewhere. Such permits
some of whom have been with us for Veagh,
the government was, as was mention- clude Thursday.
Th Optic requests that every
am not hopeful of final success, for I ed in last night's issue of The Optic,
No further discussion of Mexican sit- are now necessary for every shipment
years.
I e
WOMAN NATURALIZED
believ- will swear I never on earth knew far from the truth and that private, uation, Senator Fall not renewing his of aims, no matter to whom
FIRST
present promptly at 9 o'clock. The.;.-because
they
"They perished
M'ssiinasmuch
23.
who
a
Mrs.
Intend to dance are asked to tnk
Adda
do
with
sevmugwump
to
what
Chicago, July
ed the alarm was for a fire drill,
evidently, merely was anxious for request for consideration of his resohim."
Wo- - feats on the lower floor, wi;
kill
to
no
Lithuanian
ot
the
I
have
as
right
kaitis,
Americans.
president
of
bis pay day.
lution for protection
eral of which had been held recently.
i
men's club, today was the first woman fators will go to the p i!!."ry. '
Mulhall, writing to General Manager
The two battalions, In charge of
Attack on Juarez Abandoned
House: Republican Leader Mann
They disliked these drills, which forc- dies will leave tlwir
advised
hi
tint
natural!leto
out
wraps
take
in
the
re
Manufacturers,
of
in
filibuster
23.
cook county
Bird
Reports
El Paso, Tex., July
against any bused them to appear in the streets
Major E P. Bujac and Major Arthur resumed his
flm-on
at
ceived at the local Mexican rebel jun gation papers since the Little woman Hard room on the second
Ball, continued their work this morn- iness.
their roujih working clothes. So when him to be "in good fighting shape
'
Illi-White
House
whilo
in
j
the
the
mm's
12
to
w!
visit
law
went into effect
armory,
;?;
ing, starting at 10 o'clock and ending
Adjourned at 12:34 p. ra, until noon ta state that Pancho Villa has started suffrage
the alarm sounded most of them took September
clmr-'- -,
checl-t'me."
of
free
:!;-;with
re
to
nois.
coats.
at
Beverly
at 11:30 o'clock. The problem work- Thursday.
' south with his rebel command
their time some to don their
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VALENCIA COUNT!
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HOUSE

the various counties of the state. To
date 21 sets have been ordered from
the manufacturers, ana several sets
under the
which were purchased
former law have been shipped in here
to be tested by the official standards
in- the secretary's
office. This work
is now' being done and In case of the
San Miguel county weights which
were tested yesterday the
weight was found to vary from the
standard just 56 grains,' while the
smaller weights varied bo slightly as
to be almost negllble. The counties
which had ordered sets under the old
law are Bernalillo, Colfax, Lincoln,
Roosevelt, San Miguel, Santa Fe and
Union. Most of these sets are now in
the office of the secretary of state
being tested. There la considerable
difference between the o'ld law and
the new one and these discrepancies
will undoubtedly have to be tested In
court some day. For instance, the old
law prescribed liquid measures, apoth
ecary's weights and a standard yard
stick which are not in the new law.
Yet the new law says all acts and
parts of acts in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed. The question is,
does this repeal the parts of the old
law which are not covered by the
law of 1913. If it does there are sev
eral very important sections of the
weights and measures act which will
be declared null and void and the
state will be without regulations
ering these particular subjects.

93 HOMICIDES

IN "BAD BILL" NOW

IS MILD OF

THE PAST 18

-

CASE
SUPREME COURT DECIDES IN FA'
VOR OF BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS

"

MONTHS

--

MANNER

NEW MEXICO'S RECORD IN THE MANAGER DAHLEN OF BROOKLYN TEAM ONCE WAS A MISMATTER OF KILLINGS IS NOT
ENVIABLE
CHIEF MAKER
.

La Victoire

La Victoire

When Owner Charles H. Ebbets of
suSanta Fe, N. M, July 23. Homicides
Santa Fe, N. M , July 23-- The
a
in
the
Mexico
in
New
and
the
past
year
Brooklyn National league baseball
two
opinpreme court handed down
for the statis- club built a new plant to house the
a
field
half
offers
most
big
of
the
one
the
ions today,
tically inclined, but. for even the cas- Brooklyn fans it was eminently fitting
being the suit against the
ual reader, the records of homicides that Manager Dahlen, who since asto
county
commissioners of Valaucla
as kept in the office of the mounted suming the leadership in 1910 had ocrestrain them from building the court
CORSET
police affords material of interest. In cupied a lower division berth, should
house and jail at Los Lunas, the acJ
L.
the period from January 1, 1912, to instill into his charges the spirit and
Frank
tion being brought by
date there has been 93 homicides in dash to take a prominent place in the
a taxpayer. The topreme court
New Mexico. There were 66 during pennant race and thus help to fill the
upheld the lower court which , had
with enthusiastic
1912, 37 of which occurred the first big amphitheater
found for the commlsstontys, principal,
high-grar'- e
while
corsets a demand
did
six
of
the
Kansas
months
the
reason
Walrath
during
year,
that
the
City Star. Man
for
says
fans,
ly
JP'OR several years we have remarked an increasing demand for
or
the corresponding period this year,
not make the contractors who had the
aged Dahlen fulfilled his part of the
that is.!not met by the standard makes and grades of stock garments, arid which is also no
until July 1 there were only 23. There program for the early weeks, of the
construction in charge a party to the
or the unusually expensive imparled Parisian corsets.
directed towardjeustum-mad- e
have been 27 so far this year, four oc- season, at least, and while many critsuit. The opinion follows:
to
Dahlen
L.
No. 1549. Frank
doubt whether
ics profess
Walrath, Appecurring tbjs month.
llant vs. Board of County CommissionDivided among the counties, Grant has the material to keep in the front
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the European powers have the audac- deep as his horse's belly at times. He bons is
chapel of the home of T. Herbert
ity to, attempt to tell the United says the torrential
rains
States Its duty in Mexico. Their po- are falling upon the little town and Shriver, near Westminster, Md., where
'
he has spent his birthdays for many
sition, under the circumstances, is a that the men who stand guard at night
years, the cardinal celebrated the mass
ridiculous one.
do so in a pouring rain.
of thanksgiving marking the anniver
his
advisers
President Wilson and
They operate a powerful searchlight
the immediate family of
may well be pardoned for thinking over the town constantly from dusk to sary. Only
was
the
host
present. The remainder
large-sizeAfrican In
that there Is a
daylight, to guard against surprise. of the
day he planned to pass in quiet
the woodpi'ie that has Deen pushed to Meanwhile, the bandits
surrounding and repose, perhaps taking a stroll or
the front by the notes of Inquiry from the town, bent on
murdering the Am an automobile ride in the late afterabroad as to what this government ericans for the
protection they have noon. He is in good health.
proposes to do In Mexico. And they given some
who attacked and
cowboys
deTelegrams and letters of congratulafor
their
are to be congratulated
killed two members of the bandit band tion in
termination to investigate the situalarge numbers have been rewhile stealing: cattle on ther 3 Hearst
ceived at the cardinal's home here.
tion most thoroughly before any new
are firing their rifles into the The
Mexican policy Is mapped out. The ranch,
pope's message is included in the
little
settlement
at intervals.;
as are congratulations
cablegrams,
dispute in Mexico, disagreeable and
"The men ate nioo so much in fear
to
as
some
has
the rulers of Europe.
It
been
of
from
often dangerous
of their own lives assthey are of what
foreigners, is purely of the internal
The policy of this govern- will happen' to the women folk once
LAMAR WILL TESTIFY
ment fn peeping" Its hands off is the the bahdi take the town," said the
Washington, July 23. Henry E. Dafor David Lamar, the
only reasonable one that It could have messenger.
He declared that all canned goods vis, attorney
taken.
Wall street operator, who recently tesAsa matter of fact the condition in had been exhausted when he left Ma- tified before the senate lobby commitMexico as far as the safety of for dera and that the Americans had been tee to having impersonated various
reduced to subsistence on meal and a
eigners and!; the protection of their
congressmen in telephone talks with
little
flour. There are some English
not
is
is
concerned,
nearly
property
New York financiers, appeared before
as bad Just now as it ha keen at sev- men aiid other foreigners In addition United States Commissioner
Taylor
ra periods since the downfall of to the Americans.
here today, and said Lamar was ready
IPorfirio Diaz. The revolutions of
to appear before the commissioner If
RAPID PROGRESS EXPECTED
down there are small tnings when
wanted.
Commissioner Taylor said
New 'York, July 23. me federal
compared with the ones that have pre
Lamar would not be asked to appear
to
mediators
make
if
And
Huerta
govthe
expected
ceded them.
rapid
ernment is not competent to control progress today toward establishing today.
the Insignificant revolutionary out- grounds for peaceful arbitration of
'
NO TARIFF DEBATE
breaks against it, and bring about the difference between the eastern
23.
senno
With
In
July
railroads
Washington,
and their conductors and
something of a semblance of peace
ator, democrat or republican, ready
it surely is not entitled to trainmen.
to speak on tho tariff bill, the senThe
this
sort
govyesterdisposal
of
from
satisfactory
recognition
;ny
ernment. Until somethlrg like a sta- day of the side issue involving the ate today took up the measure secble government Is established in Mex- Erie left only the problem of getting tion by section for amendment.
No democratic speeches have been
ico this country is certainly within the railroad managers and the labor
in maintaining the position leaders to agree on specifications of made since the debate opened last
1's
the points to come before the arbi- Friday except Senator Simmoss's forIt has assumed.
door--.- - trators.
The board p'anned to de- mal statement in behalf of the demo
own
its
clean
should
up
Europe
jil before it attempts to Interfere termine vriicih v f ie ariicl8 for ar- crats of the finance committee. The
bitration '.n-'::l
ine!.de the eight republicans offered no opposition tov;i:h mstiprs of moment or cn rv"-t!jt ivp;;trra tseuitephere.
Topeka gr'wvaness Kta'fid by the railroads day to the consideration of tre bill
section by section,
against'the men.
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SOCORRO, N. JI.
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COURSES OFFERED:
Mine 'En ineering,
Mining Geology, Metallurgical Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and
Mechanical Engineering.
ADVANTAGES:
Requirements fully up to
those of standard schools of mines everywhere;
close proximity to a great variety of mines and
smelters, where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water
famed for its purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost, etc.
For full information, or catalogue, address
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NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, NEW MEXIOO
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Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

40.

..

$11.90
(Pueblo
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, .. $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please

call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOR., Agent

in'

Cattle, receptis 8,000. Market steaPrime fed steers $8.609; dressed beef steers $7.408.B0; western
southern steers
steers $6.E08.25;
$5.407.60; cows $47; heifers $5
8.95; stoefcers and feeders $5.257.90;
dy.

bulls $56.50; calves ;G.5010.
s
Cattle, receipts 8,000.1 Market
higher. Lambs; $5.757.45;
yearlings $4.505.50; wethers $4
4.75; ewes $3.504.75; stockers and
feeders $2.254.
stea-cent-

Our Policy
Absolute integrity, satisaction and accommo'
dation with the intention of winning and holding
the patronage of every person entering our door.

Good Service
You insist upon good merchandise

entitled to good service also,

deavoris

01 ill

-

5fl

HOE

HAS

LARGE NUMBER

EDITOR

M. PADGETT

been put in all kinds of institutions
to reform me, but they only made me
worse. I don't want any member of
my family to come and see me. If
they come I will kick them out. There
Is only one good thing I cap say for
myself and that is I never robbed a
man dressed like a workingman. I
suppose I have committed more than
500 robberies since I started out In
this buiess. I was a "pal" of Frank
AS A STABILIZER
FOR
Sommerling, Frank Shiblaswski and
IT IS REDUCING
Thomas Schultz, who were hanged last
NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS
February for the murder of Fred W.
I did
Guelzow, the truck gardener.
The versatility and wide range of several
jobs with those boys before
usefulness of the gyroscope is strik- they were caught."
ingly shown in some of its latest applications. As a means for prevent- WILSON MAKES APPOINTMENTS
ing rolling in ships the gyroscope is
Washington, July 23. President
a proved success, while the gyro Wilson
today made these nominacompass has passed the experimental tions:
some
stage and is in succesful use-oUnited States attorney for the
of the largest ships afloat. The gyro- western district of Missouri, Francis
scopic stabilizer for aeroplanes has M. Wilson; United States attorney
been developed In all its details and for district of South Dakota, Robert
has recently been installed on an P. Stewart.
aeroplane for practical test. The most
To be postmasters:
Sherman S.
recent advances in the use of this Bellesfield, "Pueblo, Col.; M. J. BrefK
device are the control of guns on nan, Leadvllle, Co'i.
board of a warship so that the guns
are simultaneously aimed from the
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
lookout in volley firing, and the conChicago, July 23 Buying by a coutrol of a mirror used as an artificial
ple of leading bull houses gave the
horizon for making observations at
wheat market today an upturn. Pit
sea. The success of the gyroscope
offerings were scanty and there was
for folding a monorail car 'level is
fear of a wet harvest in France. More
unquestioned experimentally, and its notice seemed to be paid to the confailure to come into practical use is
tinued export demand. Opening pricdue to other causes than any ineffices were unchanged to Ja cent off, Sepiency in the device.
to 87,
tember, which started at 86
Although these appneations of the
to a like amount, rose soon
falling
no
or
seem
little
to
have
gyroscope
to 87
Hedging selling later
relation to each other, they are all
a
reaction.
The close was
caused
of
one
baed on just
feature
gyro
with September
net higher
scopic action. In short, there is one steady
at
81.
big fact in connection with the gyroRain in Iowa and parts of Illinois
scope that explains every phase of its
and Nebraska weakened corn. Sep
aotion.
to
tember opened
down at 6
is
That fact
precision.
and rallied to
"The mechanical action that results to 62, touched 61
in precession can only be explained 62y2.
Spreading of the rain to
to renewed weakness. The
led
Kansas
mathematical
difficult
process,
a
by
for
but just what precision is and how close was nervous at 6214
.
it can be applied is easily under- September, a net gain of
Oats suffered from a general rush
stood," declares J. E. Murphy, associate member of the American Society to sell in sympathy with corn. Sepof Civil Engineers, in the August num- tember started
to
cent lower at
ber of Popular Mechanics magazine. 404 to 40
reacted to
Mr. Murphy thereupon proceeds to
Provisions as a rule held steady,
give the clearest and simplest expla- governed by the hog market. First
nation of the gyroscopic principle sales varied from 26 to 5 cents decline
which has yet been offered to the to an advance of 15 cents, including
layman. Diagrams are used to eluci- September options as follows: Pork,
date the discussion and the several 121.40 to $21.42; lard
$11.87;
are
applications of the gyroscope
ribs $11.87. The closing quotations
ship
including
carefully described,
were as follows:
and aeroplane stabilization, the gyroWheat, July 86; September 87;
compass, and monorail car systems. December 90.
Regarding ship stabilization, Mr.
Corn, July 61; September 62;
:
Murphy says: .:.
59.
December
"The gyroscope , is particularly
Oats,
July
38; September 40;
adapted to use as stabilizer of ships, December
42.
since Its efficiency does not depend
Pork, July $22.25; Sept. $21.47.
on any regular period of rolling. UnLard, September $11.85; October
a
of
the
rolling
der most conditions
$11.90; January $10.70.
series
at
takes
Irregular
place
ship
October
Ribs, September $11.85;
of light and heavy rolls, each series
in- $11.62.
from
nothing,
practically
starting
creasing to a maximum, after which
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
another series starts. It is this irNew
York, July 23. The stock marregular rolling that makes difficult
ket
out appreciably today, a
flattened
containtanks
the use of stabilizing
factor
de- depressing
being a furthTer
as
these
other
or
water
liquid,
ing
weakness
in
issues. The
on
a
government
pendpend on their efficiency
ulum-like
motion of the ship. The sudden death in London of Anthony N.
gyroscope, on the contrary, acts inde- Brady, who Is supposed to have had
pendently of any regular period of large investments, also exercised a rerolling, and checks a roll the moment straining influence, although there is
no reason to assume that his holdings
it starts.
"Not only Is the gyroscope used for will be precipitated on the market at
stabilizing ships, but it is also used this time. .
New Haven convertible sixes sold
for causing artificial rolling, in the
operation of ice breakers and in the 3' points off to 107, a new low recreleasing of icebound ships. This ac- ord A similar fate befell California
tion is the result of precession in a Petroleum common and preferred, and
vertical plane, exactly as in stabiliz- American Tobacco lost over four
ing, and needs no further explication. pc ints, and American Express five.
"When the sailing ship was succeed- Ltaders like Union Pacific, Canadian
ed by the steamship, a great change Peclflc and Lehigh Valley yielded a
was gradually made in the shape of point or more. Government twos fell
the hull, for the reason tnat the con- to a new low level at 96 bid.
stant forward pressure of the proMore steadiness characterized
the
peller was radically different from trading of the early afternoon, de
the sidewise or diagonal pressure of spite further weakness in certain
the sails. As great a change may be prices and New Haven, which were off
brought about by the gyroscope. With 2 points each.
rolling eliminated, hulls can be built
Realizing sales cut into yesterday's
on lines determined by the requirelarge rise In Republic Steel preferred
ments of speed alone."
and some other specialties also became heavy. General movements were
toward a higher level, t Beading, , adBORN A CRIMINAL AND
vancing to above yesterday's 'dose
Rallies in other popular ; stocks' were
END not so extensive, the list ruling slightREMAINED
ly under last night's close.
The market closed irregular. ImMAN
WHO KILLED POLICEMAN provement in Copper diffused a better
TODAY SAYS REFORMATORIES
tone elsewhere. Amalgamated and
MADE HIM WORSE
Utah gained a point.
63H
Amalgamated Copper
Chicago, July 23. In a statement American Sugar
111
made to Detective Edward Sullivan, Atchison
97
Walter Nbvak, 20 years old, arrested Northern Pacific
108
with four companions today after they Reading
1(13
had fatally wounded Patrolman Sam- Southern Pacific
32
uel W. Sowers, and beaten Patrolman Union Pacific
M7'fe
Frank Walpole, admitted having tal-- UnitM States Steel
5(5
en part in more than 30 robberies In United States Sieel, pfd
!W,&
two months, and boasted of his career
of crime.
KANSAS. CITY LIVE STOCK
"I was born a thief and I've been a
Kansas City, July 23. Hogs,
thief ever since," said Novak. "I don't
Market steady. Built
12,000,
care whether I go to the gallows or $S.959.15; heavy t8.909.10"; pack-er- s
not. I started when I was 9 years old,
and butchers $8.9309.15; lights
stealing pennies from kids. I nave $8.959.15; pigs $8 ft 7. 85.

(Dytic EXAMPLE HAS BIG DR.GOWENGETSA GYHOSCOP E
1879.
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Our constant en
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Give Us a Trial
ft will not require much persuasion to con
vmce you that these things are true.
We

Are Outfitters for the Family

and Retailers of Everything Good.

The

Store of Quality"
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LAYTON

PERSONALS

10 OPEN RIFLEMEN PICKED

THE LECTURE

BY LIEUTENANT

COURSE

BUMP

NEWMAN
HE HAS

SHOWS

FIVE

GET THE SAVING HABI

STIFF

Miss Delia Mclntyre left this afterand it v ill start you on the road to independence. A little saved regularly
noon for Albuquerque.
will amount to quite a sum in a short time and assure you success
P. N. Hiser of Peoria, 111., was a
here
visitor
today.
business
TWO PER CENT PAID ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS
H. E. Caldwell, representative for
in
the
city.
is
Collier's magazine,
FOUR PER CENT PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
SINGING OF MISS SARA MAE REYLAS VEGAN WHO WILL BOX YOA(Continued from Page One)
J. A. Rose of Topeka, Kas., was a
AN ENJOYKUM TOMORROW NIGHT DISNOLDS
BE
WILL
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
his battalion aid should he with his
ABLE FEATURE
PLAYS IMPROVEMENT
of La
Mr., and Mrs. Peter Krauer
men be called into regular service
Vegas
Las
Cueva were visitors in
The first of the entertainments for there is little doubt but that they
Stanley Yoakum, "the iron man,"
f
yesterday.
of the Las Vegas hospital would do credit in any class of ma is rapidly gaining the favor of tne
the
benefit
is
Mrs. J. C. King of Albuquerque
Probe
Is
when
his
work
neuvers
engaged.
11,
and
Las
that
will
fans
be
pleasVegas
they might
visit
given August
in Las Vegas for a few days'
Lieutenant Roaell has charge of ing many of the members of the state
lessor E. E. W. Layton will give his
friends.
to the this practice work and is more than militia, who visit his quarters each
Lv
of Watrous come celebrated lecture. In addition
thPr Oiler
J.W..
Sara pleased with the work.
Miss
Prof.
lecture
evening. Yoakum has a stiff right
Payton,
by
in last night for a short business vim.
house saw one of its that Is always effective, while his left
will sing two selections
The
Mae
guard
Raynolds
.
in Las Vegas.
men, seems to be equally strong. Yoakum
TODAY'S BASEBALL
busiest days today. Twenty-fiv- e
from grand opera.
Hit may be termed a science must
,
H T Roseberry came in yesterday
some way, were in his training shows that he uses a
board
in
all
the
of
hospital
last
ladies
The
disorderly
left
and
Gascon
from
evening
include a means of presenting the
have started their canvass of the city placed therein and it is hoped that it ing up method, which was used by
night lor Raton.
In
in the interest of the lecture course will indeed prove a 'lesson lor them. other' man that has yet fought New
is
Watrous
of
Fetterman
N
Mrs
National League.
proposition to the greatest number
Captain F. W. Thompson, quarter- man. Insteadi of cohering up 'for
be here lor to be given this summer for the purclear.
town on a visit. She will
at
Chicago
Philadelphia;
the
this
for
fund
blow
a
master
of
the
man'
"the
camp,
takes
and
iron
mijmlng
every
pose of establishing
of prospective buyers. To reach this
'
the next few days.
Pittsburgh at New York; clear.
after- building of a new hospital. The pres. stated that the mounts furnished 'by gives with Impartiality. This cover
this
left
Hammond
L.
E.
clear.
Mrs.
class' in the southwest uss the
ent quarters are entirely inadequate the local livery stables this year were ing up method whrch was used by Cincinnati at Boston;, ; clear.
noon for Watrous where she will visit
St. Louis at Brooklyn
all
that
and
and
ever
before
than
both
a
institution,
better
los
the
and
of
Boyd
Shaffer,
needs
proved
for the
week.
friends for the coming
as it is growing rapidly it is impera- the horses yere holding up well. It ing policy, as Newman is far too
.
C. H. Stevenson returned today from I.
American League.
r 111 tit is to
l..,!U:
that the clever to miss the opportunity of get,
Captain Thompson
ve that a larger
at Chicago; rain.
Raton where he has been vlsltng
which
in
Washington
the
for
in
way
credit
his
j
una
belongs
good
vegan
punches.
oi
ting
citizen
Every
unfriends for the past few days.
Philadelphia at St. Louis; clear.
the camp was laid off this year, and
Yoakum has Httlo to say about the
ally interested in this work and
New
York at Detroit; cloudy.
Louis C. Hfeld returned last night
a every civilian who visits the camp fight tomorrow night but he shows
doubtedly will be glad to purchase
Boston at Cleveland; clear.
from Albuquerque where he has been season ticket. The price of tne live notices among the first things the that he is confident of victory.
tents.
lor the past few days on business.
Newman worked out this afternoon,
lectures is $1.50. The lectures are general arrangement of the
American Association.
William Whalen left this morning well worth the price. Besides you Every tent on a straight line with the boxing with Benny Chavez and a num
Minneapolis, July 23. First game: STATE CAMPAIGN IN VIRGINIA public instruction, are also unopposed
for Watrous where he will work on an will assist a worthy causes Help the next one shows that Captain Thomp- ber of other clever boxers of the
R. H. E.
automobile that broke down near that
son spared no troubled in arranging West side.
He showed up well to
Richmond, Va., July 23. The pres- for the nominations.
good work along.
0 5 3
Louisville
form.
in
the
best
ent week witnesses the opening of
the camp
possible
the fans and seemed to have develThe only contests In which any
place.
3 5 0
H. E. Keltner of Memphis, Tenn.,
the campaign In Virginia for the gov- great interest is manifested are those
Newman used Minneapolis H. Nutter of Mineral Hill left Captain Thompson has been with the oped a hard punch.
Paul
Batteries: Northrop and Clemons;
came in last night from his home for
New Mexico National Guard for the a stiff right that acts as a gatiing
ernorship and other state offices to for the nominations for lieutenant gov
today for Raton on a business trip'.
a few days' business visit in Lis O. E. Burch left today for Beulab past several years and is one of the gun when in a fight and the use of Comstock and Owens.
be filled at the election next Novem- ernor and attorney general. J. Taymen among this
ber. The activities of the campaign lor EUyson of Richmond, the present
Vegas.
punch was closely observed by
where he will be a business visitor most valuable experienced
R.H.E.
St. Paul, July 23.
T. C. Poison, a well known business
officers.
staff
and
are confined almost wholly to the lieutenant governor, is a candidate for
the field
those fans who visited his quarters
next week.
for
the
1 6 1
man of Gallup, arrived in Las Vegas
The team that will represent New this afternoon. The Las Vegas boy Columbus .
this afternoon for
democrats, who will name their can- renomlnation.
left
Ketner
E.
Opposing him In the
H.
2
9
0
last night for a lew days business Wagon Mound on a short business Mexico at Camp Perry this year was is confident of victory in this battle St. Paul
didates at a state primary one week contest for second place on the demand
Karger
Smith;
Batteries: Ferry
Lieutenant and no doubt will put up an excellent
visit here.
from next Tuesday.
ocratic ticket are Lewis H. Machem
eH will return the last of this chosen this morning by
C. J. Brown of Godard, Kas., arriv- trip.
U. S. A., and is composed of exhibition if he wins, as Yoakum is and James.
Bump,
The present outlook Is for one of and Alexander J. Wedderburn, both
week.'
will
ed in Las Vegas 'last night and
the following men: No. 1, Color Ser the strongest man that he has fought
the tamest campaigns the Old Domin- residents of Alexandria.
Felipe Lopez, chief deputy sheriff,
Toledo at Milwaukee; rain.
No. 2, Lieutenant in Las
be a business visitor here for tne
ion has seen in years. On the demo
Vegas.
from Trinidad where geant Feemster;
f
returned
today
clear.
No. 4,
Indianapolis at Kansas City;
Lieutenant
No.
West;
3,
Coll:
All
coming few days.
been
The
ticket
has
sale
the
cratic side there are contests for on
good.
for
visitor
he has been a business
J. H, Noyes and daughter, Miss HelBlumleim; No. 5, Sergeant the local fans, realizing that in order
Captain
AND THE HEART
RHEUMATISM
ly half of the places on the state tick
oast
few
days.
DenWestern League.
No. 6, Lieutenant
en, returned this afternoon from
to get a good seat they must apply
et.
are
The
fact
that
the
farmers
of San Miguel Fredricks;
overlook!
the grave fact that
Don't
Rev.
Father
Moog
at
Lincoln
Denver; cloudy.
No. 7, Seargent Bieler; No. early, have bought or reserved their
ver where they have been visiting
busy with their
crops rheumatism easily "settles in the
in this morning in his Ford tour
drove
cloudy.
at
Wichita
Topeka;
for the past week.
Private Lujan; No. 9, Corporal
s also detracting from public Interest heart," and disturbs the valvular acplaces and consequently nearly all
car. He will be in the city for a 8,
St. Joseph at Omaha; clear.
tion. The cure consists In removing
No. 10, Captain Grennan; the seats close in have been sold. A
Mrs. E. L. Davidson, accompanied ing
In
the campaign.
few days on business before returning.
Sioux City at Des Moines; cloudy.
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills bo tone
LieuKan.,
No.
of
12,
Wichita,
Private
Throck,
son,
No.
her
11,
Sayler;
number of ringside seats still remain
by
Henry C. Stuart, of Russell, will re op and strengthen the kidneys that
D. W. Veeder, accompanied by
J.
Beas.
a
lew
days'
came in this afternoon for
tenant Brown; No. 13, Sergeant
unsold, but probably will 113 disposed
ceive the democratic nomination for they keep the blood free of poisons
Mrs. 0. C. Stahder and Mrs. J. V. WimNo. 14, Sergeant Kohl; No. 15, of by tomorrow afternoon.
visit in Las Vegas.
The inlev
Fe
governor without opposition. B. O. and uric acid crystals, that cause rheuSanta
for
afternoon
this
left
ple,
YESTERDAHJASEBALL
Edmund Kraus left today for Ms
Major Smith. Of this number only terest In this fightis tne greatest
James for secretary of state, A. W. matism, swollen joints, backache, urifor
the
friends
will
visit
where they
Irregularities and disturbed bein
one is a member of the local Com yet displayed In a ftgnt here, and all
home in Baltimore, Md., after spendHarmon, Jr., for state treasurer, and nary.
"
National League
next few days.
action.
Try them. O. Q. Scha'er
his
Private
Lujan
weeks
two
that
visiting
being
are
H,
the fans
looking forward to good
ing the pastPitts- R. C. Stearnes for superintendent
of 'and Red Cross Drug Store. Aflv
from pany
New
York,
York
At
New
returned
today
Pat
McElroy
the
range entertainment tomorrow night at the
The men did good work on
sister, Mrs. David Rosenwald of this
Rochester, New York where he has this morning and those who received Duncan
burgh,
opera house.
city.
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
been for the past two weeks attend a n'lpace on the team well earned their
accompaniB.
Brunton,
W,
Captain
a
as
convention
Elks'
delegate
the
Chicago,
a
cent
e
lor
ing
Eighty-threper
ed by his son, John, came in yesterplace.
Boston
At Boston, Cincinnati,
Shoe- from the Elks' lodge in this city. Alter skirmish run was the best score made UAN 01ES ON TRAIN
day evening from their home at
York
to
New
went
he
convention
the
fire
in
this morning, while the surprise
maker for a short business visit
At Brooklyn St. Louis, 3; BrookCity on a visit.
shoot reached a percentage ol 46.
Las Vegas.
ON
WAV
ASYLUM
Is
Rock
10
car
.5'.'-1'"t'- 3
in
lyn, 1.
private
Traveling
Lieutenant Bump is well pleased
Mr. and Mrs. W. LeSuer of AlbuMrs.
Walker
and
Mr.
an
No.
1901,
land
and
their
on
anticipates
with the shooting
querque came in last night
Las Vegas this after- excellent team lor the New Mexico
American League
way home Irom Colorado, where they passed through
MANUEL GONZALES OF SANTA FE
At Detroit Detroit, 2; New York.
Tiave been for the past lew weeks on noon on train No. 1, enroute from National Guard this year.
HAD BEEN AILING FOR
their home at New York to the Grand
0.
a vacation.
Tomorrow, according to the inform
SOME TIME
for
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Tliere is more Catarrh In this secthe country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to bo Incur,
able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and. prescribed local remedies, and by constantly fallln? to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
nls to cure. Send for circulars and RATES
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-
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DENTISTS
OR.

Dental

F.

B.

Fifth street.

moderate prices.
Room
Center Rlock. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N. M
1

Professional Health Culture for Ladlti
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Seal)
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicur
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 n m. to 3:30 p. o
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RENT Furnished rooms,
Railroad avenue; railroad men
ferred. Mrs. G. E. Rusby.

217
pre-

Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hi'il. Phone Purple 5301.

For YOU!
v

Between Schaefer's drug store
and telephone office, pearl ear ring.
Return to 722 Fifth street and receive reward.
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Baby's white flannel blanket for baby carriage. Owner can
have same by calling at Optic office.

322S53535

I

CRYSTAL ICE
From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Veas

Phone Main 227

-

:

Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

lbs., or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less, than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.,
200 Ibc,

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100

lb.

100 Ibi.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

NOTICE

In the( Matter of the Estate of
A. Davis, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that Mrs. Allie D. Glass-forthe undersigned, was appointed
on the 7th day of July, 1913, executrix of the state of Elizabeth A. Davis,
deceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate will
t
the same within the time prescribed by law, or thereafter be forever barred.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., this
8th day of July, 1913.
Eiiz-abet- h

pre-sen-

MRS ALICE D. GLASSFORD,

Executrix.
Improve Your Complexion.
Your complexion as well as your
temper Is rendered miserable by a dis-

ordered liver and by constipation.
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
Ml
improve them both. For sale by
ill dealers. Adv.

s

Subscribe for The Optic.
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2,000

WILL TRADE Irrigated land near
Springer for Las Vegas real estate;
also 120 acres In Kansas for New
Mexico property. Box
Ill, City.
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FOR

FOR RENT

429 GRAND AVE.

)

Pub Co

For Berst

Eleventh or Phone Main

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

FOR SALE Bran and ground barley
for feed, at Trambley Roller Mills
east of the power house.

LOCAL TIME

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank AngeL I". 8.

FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBU3,
CIL NO. 804. Meet second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,

FOR SALE Cheap, a good team of
bay mares, three and four years old,
one sorrel yearling colt and a good
spring wagon. T. C. Lipssett, 1026
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work of any description
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cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
NOTICE.
will be booked at space actually set
The Deep Lak0 Hunting and Fishwithout regard to number of words.
ing club has leased the lake known
In advince preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
as the Deep lake, which Is located' Cash
LAS VEGA9 CHAPTER NO. S, ROY1.
the
of
south
La Jara lake of this
Meets every Monday evenlnx at
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
group of Kroenlg's lakes of the Ten
their hall on Sixth street All rial
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be allowed to hunt or fish upon 'this
each month at Masonic tend. F. D. Fries. N. G.; Gut
property except members of the club,
Temple at 7:30 . m. H.
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
and all persons going there must be
Secretary; Tarl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedscock, cemetery truste.
prepared to show a membership card
Blood, Secretary.
in this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing.
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
. Meeta tint and third Frldayi
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
FISHING CLUB.
at 7:30 p. m. in Kaaonlo Templo,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mra. J. O. Rutledie, Wortty Mahall, on the second and fourth
NOTICE.
tron; Ura. Anei Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing WANTED Second
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle.
Telephone Ual SZ.
hand, light double
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
harness. Call Saturday, 7:30 a. m.,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dsv
lakes, which are the two northernBROTHfcRHOOD
FRATERNAL
NO,
S. L. Barker, 1209 Mora avenue.
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10
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$
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numbers
Visiting
housework. American preferred. 909
fish upon this property except mem-oerJ. C. Wertx, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURcordially welioma
Fifth street.
of tho club, and all persons goT.
J.
Buhter
secretary;
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W.
president:
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
ing there must be prepared to show WANTED A good ranch hand.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
Steady
a membership card in this organizaand third Mondays of each month,
work. Harry Maurice, Sapello.
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrest-AB P. O. ELKS
Meets second and at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Lafor trespassing.
fourth Tuesday evening of each dles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-ma-n
WANTED Girl for general houseTHE LA JARA HUNTING
month Elks home on Ninth street
work. 1102 Eighth street. Phone
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
AND FISHING CLUB.
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brottr
202.
Vegas
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
ersare cordially Invited: Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
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office.
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Kerr, a motherless

CHAPTER

1rl who haa spent moat of her life at
chool, arrives at her father's home In
Belmont David Kerr Is tne political doss
of the town and Is anxious to prevent hts
daughter learning of hjs real character.

'

CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the
Chicago packers, Is negotiating witha
.Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for
valuable franchise. They fear the opposition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
paper.

PfHPTER III Kerr 'asks the assistance
of Judffe Gilbert in introducing Gloria to
iBelmont society and promises to help him
iput through the packers' franchise and let
Ihlm have all the graft.
"

CHAPTER IV Gloria meets Joe Wright
at the Gilberts. It appears they are on
Intimate terms, having met previously in
a touring party In Europe,
CHAPTER V Gloria twits Wright on
to
jhls failure to keep an engagement
meet her in Paris. He explains that the
death of his mother prevented his going
to Jario.

(Continued from Yesterday)
CHAPTER

In the

drawing-room- ,

VI.

Kerr and

Gi-

lbert were Just beginning a conversation which had for its theme the new
turn affairs had taken, when Dr.
Hayes passed through the hall on his
way out with his wife. Sam Hayes
was a member of the ring's inner

think twice before sending hia crie4
to the city editor of the Banner by the
reporter of that paper.
As Winthrow rose to depart, Ken
asked : "You have anything to do with
the society columns?"
"Occasionally stumble on a story."
"Tomorrow put in that Miss Gloria
Kerr has returned from a trip around
the world."
Winthrow put it down, and then
asked with pencil poised: "Is she at
Locust Lawn?"
"Yes," said Kerr.
"Don't write the Item until I telephone you later in the evening," Interrupted Gilbert He had been plotting
and planning along social lines ever
since Kwr had told him of Gloria's
return. Several things he had already
thourvt of flashed through his mind.
Thb impossibility of Locust Lawn as
a social center was one of these, and
Gilbert, had something to suggest before having the Banner write the story
which would herald her return. "You
can add this, though. Say that Judge
and Mrs. Gilbert will Issue invitations
next week for a dance to introduce
Miss Kerr."
No sooner had the reporter gone
than Kerr turned to Gilbert and said
with what was for him unaccustomed
warmth:
"That's mighty good of you, Amos."
"Not at all." Then the lawyer went
on in an injured tone, "I'm only sorry
that you put the franchise up to me as
a trade. I'm not doing it for that."
"I knew you'd do it for the girl's
sake, but I want you to get what you
can out of it, Amos. I owe you that
much."
Gilbert was glad that his wife entered at this minute, for a discussion
of Gloria's social future probably
would not bring out all sides to the
question without a woman being a
party to the conversation.
"I just have to talk to some one,"
Mrs. Gilbert confessed Immediately,
"and I didn't have the heart to go
into the library. I peeped in just now
and they were sitting in front of the
fire laughing and talking and appearing to be having the best time in the
world. I don't know why, but It made
me think of the times when you used
to come to see me, Amos."
Husband and wife smiled at each
other, and he said:
"You were a beautiful girl, Julia."
"I'll tell you what," Mrs. Gilbert
went on, conscious of the compliment
but not desirous of herself making a
comparison. "Gloria is a beautiful girl,
and what is more, I can see that she
has a beautiful character. I'm so sorry
she has been away so long."
"What could I do, ma'am?" asked
Kerr. "I couldn't take care of her at
Locust Lawn."
Locust Lawn had been in Gilbert's
mind all the time, and he had waited
only to sound his wife before speaking. Her enthusiasm was such, as evidenced in what she had just said, that
he thought now was the proper time to
broach the subject.
"There's only one thing to do, Mr.
Kerr," he said. "Gloria must come in
and stay with us. Locust Lawn Is all
,

shrine, and when the opportunity arose
for what was termed a quick clean-uhe was always a member of the syndicate. Therefore, the die having been
cast, the judge called him in and announced the determination to push the
franchise, a deal with which the coroner was already familiar. Far more
than for any other reason Kerr was
always willing to include him becuse
his Belmont connections were so
strong that he really lent an air of respectability to any undertaking.
"We are going to put a line to the
stock yards down Maple avenue, Sam,"
began the attorney.
"So It's settled, Is it?"
"Yes. You remember that vacant
tract, beyond Benton Park? The one
that the Belden Brothers are thinking
of cutting up for a residence addition?
Well, you can't build a house in a
mile of it when the road's through
there, but it'll be worth a great deal
more for factory sites.
"You'll have railroad connections,
see?" explained Kerr.
"What's doing?" asked Sam, always
keen for a dollar.
"Get an option on it," continued
Gilbert, "and we'll cash in big."
"How long an option?"
The attorney looked at Kerr.
"Sixty days," said the latter.
"In that time we can ram the franchise through the council, and when
that's done any bank'll lend us the
money to take over the property."
Hayes went out to rejoin his wife,
after promising to take the matter up
In the morning.
Gilbert was just on the point of beginning a discussion of Gloria's future
when a reporter from the Banner was
announced.
"I'll come out to see him," said the
lawyer, rising.
"No," objected Kerr, "have him in. I
want to see him, too."
So Mr. James Winthrow, the young
political reporter for the Belmont Banner, was admitted.
Winthrow, like the usual run of star
reporters in a town the size of Belmont, was not only a shrewd young
American, but he was also well aware
of his great shrewdness. He had
made as many political prognostications as any young man in the country, and they were quite as misleading
In the main as were ny of the others.
Being on the machine paper and a
loyal reporter, it followed as of course
ithat he was a loyal machine man. Old
Jerry Winthrow, the editor, was a distant relative, but friendly enough and
interested enough in the youth to explain to him some of the turnings of
the political wheels.
When Winthrow saw Kerr closeted
with his legal adviser he could not
suppress a whistle of surprise.
"Evening, Judge. Good evening, Mr.
Kerr."
"How are you, Jim?" Baid Gilbert.
'The boss merely nodded an acknowledgement of the greeting. "What can
I do for you?"
"Some stock-yarterminal rumors
In the air, judge; just rumors, and I
can't find out a thing."
"I haven't heard a thing about it,"
the lawyer assured him. Then to Kerr,
"Have you?"
"Not a word," answered the boss.
"Where did you get it?" queried Gil'
bert.
"Floating 'round town. I met Mr.
Kendall just now going to the station, but he wouldn't talk. I know
that the surveyors, have been js.
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"Make the Invitation for a Month."

right as a home for you, but as it
stands it is no place for a young lady
in society; especially.'.ince you want
me to be plain spoken, no place for a
young lady who has hnd such advantages as your daughter."
"Exactly, exactly," asserted Kerr
He had seen that, and it had been one
of the thorns in his f,i?sh all day.
Mrs. Gilbert was quick to see tlia
it was the only thing to be done. She
had bpcome as much interested in
Gloria as had her husband, and now
she added her own invitation to his.
"The judge has expressed my own
When Mr. Kendall said he'd been hers
to dinner, BUby; b'9 our city editor ideas exactly," she said. "Mr. Kerr,
you must let her come to us. We have
told me to see ?rz.
Gilbert turned to Kerr. The leadei fallen in love with her already.'V
"Have you, ma'am?" Kerr asked.
was a man of few words. He disposed
of the matter under discussion with "Then I'm awfully glad."
"Make the invitation for a month,"
one sentence.
"Tell Bilby, Dave Kerr said not to Gilbert directed, "and then we can ask
her to stay on."
print a line; he'll understand."
"I'll do nothing of the kind," said
That was all. It was an order, and
the reporter accepted it as such his wife airily, as she started on u
was to her a pleasant errand; 'Til ask
Things in Belmont were so well
!ve? ye;
hfc there vas no danger from her t& jhaxs&t
--

wr.s

nnrueu'eeiii
he should attempt a crusade, since the
public would wink and say: "It's all a
bluff, old man Kerr himself Is interCHAPTER VII.
ested in the paper." The boss even
calculated
that this would be strengthGloria plunged Into the work of ma- ened
the
by
frequency with which
king over Locust Lawn according to Wright was seen in his daughter's
her own Ideas with her usual enthusifoi
He was not
asm. Accompanied by Mrs. Gilbert, company. he never welcomedlooking he
but
trouble,
it,
she haunted the architect's office, carsought always to be prepared when II
rying with her magazines containing came.
beautiful
and
of
descriptions
pictures
During her first weeks at Mrs. Gil
homes. When the plans for the alter- bert's
Gloria saw little of her father
ations were finally approved, David She had at first
frequently dropped In
Kerr learned with a sigh of relief that at his office, but he
had intimated thai
the changes could be made without it was no
for her. Sometimes she
place
him
from the shelter of his would be at Locust Lawn when Tone
driving
own roof.
him home in the afternoon
At the same time Gloria was plan- brought
When Judge Gilbert was home from
in
for
the
the
country Chicago once he dined with them
ning
changes
place she and Mrs. Gilbert were also Every day, however, she talked to him
busy preparing for the ball which for some time over the telephone. He
would serve as her formal Introduction
seemed interested, apologized
to Belmont society. Her time was so always
for not seeing her more, and let hei
engaged that she thought the sugges- rattle on until she had quite exhausted
tion of her hostess an excellent one the news of the day.
Occasionally he
when Mrs. Gilbert said that it might
to her of his rheumatism
be better not to become tangled up complained
no one had ever heard him speak ol
with too many social engagements at it before and she would
beg him tc
a time when it was more vital to see take
good care of himself, since it was
that the Locust Lawn alterations were with him that she wished to dance
properly under way. The girl was first at her ball.
aware, from what she had heard her
There was one girl whom Mrs. Gil
father and others say, that things bert
sought as a friend for Gloria. Sh
were dull at present, and she did not mentioned
it to her husband the firsl
wish to spur them into a premature day their guest arrived, and he
Bug
activity. When the ball was given for gested that she be invited to lunch the
her it would be time enough to begin. next day.
Accordingly Mrs. Gilberl
Mrs. Gilbert was not letting things
telephoned Miss Laura Piper and
David
the
of
drift, although
daughter
asked her. For the following day
Kerr was not aware of it. Every one however. Miss
Piper had an engage
in Belmont knew what Glora did not: ment. When
several other days wen
That she was about to make a great mentioned she had
foi
effort to secure recognition. Belmont those also. Could sheengagements
have been made
was not in a receptive mood. Its first to
accept Gloria, the task of conquerthought was that she was the child of ing Belmont would instantly become
a shrewd political trickster who had less arduous. Her father was head ol
fattened at the expense of the town. the great Piper Mining
and
The offspring of the leopard should her family was looked company,
upon as one ol
not hope to be without spots.
the most exclusive in the whole state
Mrs. Gilbert was clever enough to If Laura'
Piper would, she could make
have girls to luncheon whom she it extremely
pleasant for Gloria. But
thought might become interested in Laura Piper had her own way and hei
Gloria. They came, and in the major
family's ideas about the Kerr breed,
lty of cases surprised Gloria by their and no matter how nice Gloria might
manners
and their beautiful be, she was Btill her father's
charming
daugh
clothes. Her court was to be even ter.
more brilliant than she had dreamed.
Mrs. Gilbert
her lack oi
The girls were invited one at a time, success to her reported
husband on his return
to give both Gloria and the visitor from his first
trip to Chicago, and he
the opportunity of becoming well ac- mentioned
it, almost casually, to Daquainted.
vid Kerr when they met the next day.
The luncheon guests came to ca. The boss
inquired the particulars, but
afterward, but by a strange mischance made no comment. That he was not
it was always when Gloria was not at unmindful of the episode
developed
home. She would go to the architect's two
days later when the Piper Coal
office with Mrs. Gilbert, and would company received a
complaint from
find on her return that several cards the
of the school board that
secretary
had been left for her. The ball was so there was an undue
quantity of slate
near that she made no attempt to pay in the last coal furnished
the public
too
was
She
any calls herself.
busy.
schools. While worrying with this, the
Although railing at the fate which company's legal department sent word
took him away most of the time, the to the president that the
city solicitor
first three weeks after Gloria's re had just notified the company
that one
to
were
town
moval
spent by Judge of the important spurs into an uptown
Gilbert In Chicago. Occasionally he coal yard crossed a street without auran over- for a day, but even then his thority of law.
wife and their guest saw little of him.
Old man Piper swore by all the gods
This would have made their evenings in
mythology that it was the worst
hang heavy on their hands had it not outrage ever perpetrated upon him in
been for Joe Wright He got into the all his business life. He
but a day
habit of dropping In after dinner every or two to catch his breathhadbefore
Mrs
Mrs.
week
and
a
times
several
evening
Gilbert telephoned at the dinner houi
Gilbert had him to dine with them.
Laura to luncheon the next day
Late in the afternoons he and Gloria asking
The whole thing dawned on him wher
often drove together, the season ol Laura flounced
back from the tele
the year keeping them most of the
and announced petulantly thai
phone
he
time on the city streets. Once
she would not meet that odious Gloris
drove with her to Locust Lawn, but Kerr. He
said nothing until after din
as it was late when they reached there
ner, then
Laura aside he or
he did not get out, sitting In the run- dered her calling
to telephone Mrs. Gilberl
house
about while Gloria ran into the
and withdraw her refusal. His pocket-boofor a few minutes.
having been
Piper was will
Neither Wright nor Gloria ever made ing to make somehit,
sacrifice to deter
an effort to direct the conversation mine the reason and what he was to
into the Intimate channel it had taken
expect in the way of further attack
the night they first had met in Bel- He
kept his mouth closed, and waited
mont. One might almost have thought
Laura returned from the luncheon
themthey had agreed to consider
with a favorable
of
but
selves merely good friends, so imper- she could not opinionher Gloria,
forget
parentage
sonal were they in what they said.
Upon being questioned she told her faFor this there was a reason; rather, ther she
did not care to put Gloria on
two
there were
reasons, his and hers. her visiting list.
Wright was keeping a firm grip on
I have some one to visit
himself because he knew the truth and me"Suppose
who asks: 'Who is that girl you
was afraid. Gloria was
introduced me to?'
and would not have permitted him to 'And I'll have to complained Laura.
say: 'That's Gloria
pass the border of friendship, had he Kerr, the boss' daughter.' Then what
to
know
wished
because
she
dared,
will the visiting girl think of Belmont
Belmont well. Even a hint of an ensociety,, and what will she think of
tangling alliance would prove a hin- me? I'm sure I tvquld be surprised if
drance. Thus It was that each was I went to visit anyone and
they introhappy in the other's company. And if duced me to the son or daughter of a
perchance they looked the sentiment man like Kerr."
that each had Inwardly resolved not to
"Laura," answered her father, "I
breathe, they were happier still iu the think you'd better go down to New
some
their
dreams
th.it
day
thought
York for a couple of months."
would come true.
And twp days later Laura went, aftThe paper was occasioning Wright er
having called when Gloria was not
no great anxiety. Somewhat to his at home.
She never knew why her farevenue
was
the
advertising
surprise
her to go.
ther
urged
showing most gratifying gains caused
felt
it would be cheaper to pay
Piper
by the Increase of local business. The the expense of a New' York
than
Banner had more advertising, but the to have his company stand thetrip
continunew owner of the afternoon paper had ous
annoyance by which It could be
no cause to complain. Even his adverif what he suspected was true.
worried,
tising manager could not explain it. When he inquired about coal for the
Main street merchants who had been school
board the complaint departout of thp paper for years began to ment
that the secretary had
reported
without
in
solicitation.
send
copy
been mollified but hoped it would not
This made the head of the advertising
happen again. As for the city solicitor,
department think that the millennium the legal department refrained from
was about due. The real reason, unanything about the track across
known to every one except the mer- asking
the street and that official never wrote
chants receiving the message, was that
Dave Kerr had sent out the tip for again.
Old man Piper kept his mouth shut,
them to throw some of their patronage but
he knew he had been taught a
to the News.
lesson.
a
move
on
was
This
shrewd
the part
Kerr was keeping a sharp eye on
of Kerr. He wanted Wright to have
hand was suspected
such a volume of business that if he things, but his in
any move that was
should order all the advertising he rather than seen
time for the ball apcould influence cutoff, the paper would made. As the
be instantly crippled. If the News proached, his rheumatism troubled
more, and upon the adhad not much business, then anything him more and
he
to
Kerr might cause to be dropped out vice of Dri Hayes todecided to gowadrink the
would only show that his power was Esmeralda Springs
took him down and
slight. If he had to strike a blow he ter. Sam Hayes
the comforting report
wanted it to be with a sledge hammer. came back with
better. He was
Another important
consideration that he was already
to return
enough,
however,
not
well
which led him to take this step was
that the merchants might believe, and lor the ball.
The ball given in honor of Miss
he tipped it off in a manner which
would be most apt to make them jump Gloria Kerr at the Belmont club by
to that conclusion, that he was himself Judge and Mrs. Gilbert was a memorinterested la the News. .This would able pft!alrJ.J0lMlr2'nil,SM eras'

xpnorrrTrnri'ffie

desct'a Die praise m:n
received from every quarter on her
beauty, her cleverness, and her
temperament. She did not hear
the expressions of regret that she was
the daughter of David Kerr. The next
morning the Belmont Banner had a
head over the story, and
gave a long list of names preceded by
"among those invited were," instead
of by the usual "among those present
were." There were a number notable
by their absence, but there being a
large crowd present and she being a
stranger, Gloria did not know this.
She was too busy with the men to
think of what girls were present.
Truth to tell, it was a fairly representative assemblage, drawn together
out of regard for Judge and Mra. Gilbert and also by curiosity to see what
kind of girl Gloria Kerr was. If the
president of the Piper Coal company
had stopped the poker game at the
Belmont club the night before to tell
his experience there would bave been
several young ladies among those at
the ball who did not lend the charm
of their presence to that' occasion.
When Gloria danced with Wright,
she searched the line to find a Bel
mont man to compare with him, and
to her thinking there was not one in
the same class. 'As for Wright, his
search was over the night they had
met again in Belmont.
In their first dance, holding her
close as if to shield her from all the
world, he called to mind the day at
Versailles when together they had
wandered through the gardens. Then
he had repeated some verses from the
book he had given her on her birth
day. Now as they danced he whis
pered:
"Do you remember
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Story of Everyday Life With a
Moral That Is

By H. M. EGBERT.

"The phenomenon of conversion,"
said the evangelist to the psychologist, "may be, as you say, the culmination of a series of obscure mental impressions, but the condition itself is
the result of a moment
Something
which was not in the sinner's heart
enterB there and drives out something
that was there before.
"I knew a man never mind who or
what he was. He was uneducated, the
sort of average American countryman
who is the staple human product of
With good fortune he
this nation.
might have become anything. With
bad fortune he might have sunk to
any depth. His will was weak, his
senses stronger than his character. At
the age of thirty" he was a tramp,
plodding along a country road In Carolina. Unwashed, unshaven, hungry,
his
gone, he would have
run from a barking dog or cringed for
a meal to any housewife.
"And then the moment came. It
was early spring and the orchards
were aglow with peach, blossoms. As
he passed outside a long line of blos
trees he saw a girl standing on the other side of the fence,
her arms full of spraying boughs. She
was about sixteen, beautiful, innocent,
and good. A simple-heartecountry
girl, in short, born Into just such circumstances as himself.
"The sight of her brought back
memories that had been submerged
for years. The ragged, outcast man
felt an intense yearning for human
sympathy, for friendship. He stopped
and spoke to her, and she was the first
human being who had treated him as
an equal in nearly a year.
"He learned something of her circumstances. Her parents had been
compelled to mortgage their farm;
they were heavily In debt; they feared
the loss of their home. And she her
dearest wish to obtain an education
could not be fulfilled. If her father
were rich, she said. It might be, but
he did not believe In educating wom
en. He wanted her to stay on the
self-respe-
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Spring In the hills, Beloved,
On the side of a meadowed slope;
And love In our heart.s, Beloved,
Love and Spring and Hope."
"I remember. We were going out
there again, but you never came back;
and so I went alone."
"I wish you had taken our book," he
said. He always referred to the book
of verses as being their joint property.
"It would have told you what I was not
there to say."
Gloria smiled.
Never a word had
been said, but each understood.
"I knew one thing the book said,"
she confessed. "It was what I said
and said more times than one:
Come over the sea to me, to me,
Come over tjie sea to me.

The little ships go sailing by
But never a ship brings thee!"

They danced, forgetful of everything
but that they were together. A man
had cried in the wilderness of the
world for his mate and she had answered.
Wright would have gone further,
have made a formal declaration, but
first he wanted several things settled.
He felt that he could not stay In Bel
mont if he married Gloria. How to get
rid of the paper was a question. He

Saw a Girl Standing on the Other
Side of the Fence.
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farm and help maintain It, with the
prospect of marriage to some farmer's

son.
"The ragged man could see that this
was the type of girl whom education
would bring the highest success. She
,
was
earnest, and with a
and radiating goodsuperb
simplicity
The Ballroom Was Crowded.
ness. Of course he did not think it in
But he learned her
hoped through a newspaper broker to these words.
trade it for one In some other place. name and that of the postofflce,
Then he nni Gloria could begin life thanked her for a drink of water that
there together. The News was begin- she gave him, and, as he heard her
ning to make money, paying Its way mother's harsh call from the house,
quick-witted-

and leaving something for future pay- went on his way.
"At that moment he was converted.
ments on the property. Best of all,
there was no fight on his hands which He lost his desire for vlleness. He
resolved that, since his own life had
would hold him in Belmont.
Mrs. Gilbert came Into Gloria's room been spoiled In the sight of his maker,
to kiss her good night after the ball. he would give him that of another.
When they had talked over the affair
"He jumped a freight train andmade
for an hour the girl cried in the ec- his way by stages westward. He obtained a menial position, and every
stasy of her Joy.
"Oh, Mrs. Gilbert, tonight I am the penny that he could hoard he put
happiest girl In the whole wide world." away in a bank. When he had a hunOn that very night Alderman Grune-waldred dollars he sent It anonymously
introduced an ordinance giving to the girl. 'For your education,' he
the Belmont Interurban Railway, a wrote on the envelope. Then he benew corporation, right of way down gan saving again.
Maple Avenue and making provision
"Gradually the memory of this girl
that a small depot should be provided took possession of his life. As the
months changed Into years he picturfor the convenience of patrons at Bened her, first completing her course in
ton Park.
high school, then going to college. He
even ventured once to suggest the
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
name of the college she was to enter
a famous one in Georgia.
Seven
The agonizing discomfort and sense years later he was a man of moderate
of suffocation that accompany hay means, and he had spent two thousand
dollars on the
fever and asthma may be greatly
girl.
No
"What was she to become?
by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
It has soothing stenographer or clerical assistant in
effect on the mucus linings, and re- any business, of that ho was resolved.
lieves the gasping and ticklin? sen- Why, she should go to Paris, of course,
sation In the throat and bronchial and achieve triumphs there. He know
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross nothing of Paris, except its name as
Drug Store. Adv.
the capital of France. But that wouid
demand a heavier expenditure.
He
His Indigestion Cured at Last
set aside his whole accumulation, of
After spending hundred'3 of dollars money seven thousand dollars and
for medicine and treatment for Indi- sent it to her. This time he wrote
first detailed instructions.
She
and constipation with only his
gestion
s
to have an annual income of
temporary relief, C. H. Hines, of Whit- twelve hundred dollars
and to follow
low, Ark., was permanently cured by
any career she fancied after she reChamberlain's Tablets. For' sale by turned. .
all dealers. Adv.
.
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"She had become like a daughter
to him, In his Imagination, but when
ten years had passed he suddenly
found himself growing Into middle life
and very lonely. He dared to begia
to Imagine dearer things than that.
And at last the day came when ha
turned his dreams into actual plana
he would return and humbly asKlier tci
.
be his wife.
"It was not until he actually dej
scended from the train at the obscurg
little Georgia village that the futility;
of his dreams suddenly dawned upon)
him. He had heard nothing from her
during ten years. It might be that his
money had never reached her; 111
might be that she was already married. A thousand chances might hava
Intervened. And she was twenty-sfc- d
and he a man of forty. He was beat
on the wildest and most quixotic et
rand that had ever befallen a man.
"Another thing, too, came to his
mind. He had educated her In Paris
and at the best college In the state.
But he himself was a crude and ignorant man; he had even retrograded
in knowledge and manners, living in
his western town. How could he aafc
her to link her life with his?
"And by the time when he saw the
peach orchard looming up In front of
him all his lesolutions had shrunk to
this: that he would ask for a drink at
water and inquire after her, learn how
she was and what life had brought her,
and go his way again.
"When he heard the harsh voice of
the mother at the door, he told me af
terward," continued the evangelist,
"he was conscious of an absurd desire
to run away, just as when he had pass
ed by the house, a tramp, ten years
before. But the woman, seeing that
he was dressed like a man of means,
invited him In to rest, and she gossiped readily about her circumstances,
and was loud in complaint of her bus
band. He had acquired a good deal
of money, she told my friend, and had
squandered it all in speculation. Teu
years before he had been on the verge
of bankruptcy, and though, things had
brightened he was still lnXhe same poj
sltlon. She wished that they could)
sell out and move into a city but it
was hard to find purchasers for peach
orchard land In that section of tM
I
state.
"'How much do you want to seO'
forT" he inquired.
"The woman hesitated. 'Four thou
sand,' she said at last.
"He had twice that sum. With tbi
farm he could live among the mera.
ories that had controlled his life; he
wanted nothing better. 'I will buy It
at that figur(' he answered. All this
time he had not found the heart to ask
about the woman's daughter, but novj
she voluntarily spoke to her.
" "There's one trouble I've got,' she
grumbled, 'and that's Bessie. She deShe
clares she won't go to a city.
hates city life and says if I go she'a
going to hire out somewhere.'
" 'Hire outJ' stammered the visitor
"Tea,' grumbled the woman. 'She
ain't a bad girl, but somehow she never quite saw her duty toward he:' father and me after Jim refused to t,'ivt
her aa education. She wanted (o go
to high school, and Jim hadn't the
money.
"At that moment the farmer stfmp
ed Into the room casting a suspi?:na
Hook at the visitor. The womau introduced him. This gentleman talks
of buying the farm,' she arniouncedi
"The farmer's visage cleared. 'Mayj
be you'd like to come and talk it ovefl
outside,' he said, and my friend folj
lowed him. He followed him down ta
the peach trees and then he turned
about and pat his hand on his snoulj
der. A wild, uncontrollable rage was
seething in his heart This man had
defrauded two lives, his daughter'
and his own. He had squandered the
money with which the man had hoped
to redeem this young life from la
norance and servitude; ten years oi
work had gone for nothing, flung
away in foolish speculation or extras
agance, of which even his wife wa
ignorant.
"The habits of ten years fell awaj
from him, and the old devil cam
back. He would murder him as sura
ly as he himself must die for it
j
"The farmer, looking Into his facoi
and seeing the wild passion there, an4
being a coward, like every thief, trerxi
bled. He looked right and left foi
some escape, and the stranger's clutclj
wa3 like steel upon his shoulders.
"And then, coming through th
trees, my friend saw the peach-blos- t
som girl, and his hand fell from Um
man's shoulder aad the old sense oi
peace came back to him. Except foi
a certain maturity of face and figure
she was the same as whea she wa
sixteen, and the same Serena innoi
cence looked out of her eyes, and sh
wore her tattered dress as a queea
might wear her robes. And 1 he
arms she carried branches of peach
biossomy boughs
"Well," said the psychologist, 1 cari
guess the rest They were married
and settled down on the farm t.nj
spent a life of idyllic happiness,"
"That's obvious," answered the evnal
gelist "But now that you huve ?tin
e
story, you must cndjre
n, ,1
'
Suppose that the inonry ha r
her would It have boneSted ctif r ct
them bo mnch aa that ftL. h
i
j
occurredT He bai coiri t fe,
i.'iraat man, net taring to a n
had so long dreamed. aiid he ios.n.l
m ignorant country girl of bt im ,
station in life in j'ace t? a f
lady. And the y- - u cf I
f - ri i'
cipiine had not
you see, convert on i a n
i
r r
sou!, and what
,
about, one ma;
' iv H
have only good t j
Mated a moment, "if ever vmi
men are passir f i'
n i y
said, "you imstt c
peai'h orchard."
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EIGHT

Carlos Dunn of Taos was Initiated
last night into the Las Vegas lodge
of Elks.

LOCAL NLWS

Extra Fancy

Follow the crowd to the armory to

night.
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Yellow Plums

Just What You Have Been
Looking For

Stearns Store
miasms

YOU CAN GET

ICE COLD BUTTER niLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANYTIME - 15c GALLON
D

L-A-

Delaney, a brakeman for the
Word was received today from AlbuSanta Fe, has resigned hia position querque to the effect that Brakeman
with that company.
Welsh, who was severely hurt some
time ago by falling from a freight
Don't forget The Optic's big
train, was not expected to live through
tary ball at the armory tonight.
the night.
mission free. You are invited.
Word has been received from Miss
The Royal Neighbors of America Pearl Hutchinson, who is attending
will meet tomorrow evening at 4 tha summer session of Columbia colo'clock In the Woodmen of the World lege, that Miss Margaret Healy, a
hall on Sixth street.
former teacher in the normal,. Is attending school there also.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, ageJ
In wood. Direct from the distillery
Colonel E. C. Abbott, In command of
to you, At the Lobby, of course.
the First Regiment, New Mexico National Guard, which is located at Camp
McDonald, today received a letter from
There will be a city council meet the headquarters of the St'. Louis Mov
ing tonight in the city hall. All mem- ing Picture company at Albuquerque
bers are requested to be present. Two to the effect that It had abandoned its
resignations will be acted upon at this plan to send a squad here to make
meeting.
films. The company some time ago
made arrangements with Colonel AbWord has been received from An bott to use
the camp grounds and
tonio Luoero, secretary or state, to some
of the soldiers in a scenario
tomorthe effect that he will be here
which It was preparing. Las Vegans,
row night to attend the second sesmany of whom have never seen mov
sion of the New Mexico Normal Uniing pictures in the process of making,
commencement.
versity's
tflll be disappointed to know that the
movie men are not coming.
Another bowling contest will be
held tonight on the Elks alleys be
MRS. REED INJURED
tween The Peons and the ProgresWhile walking on Douglas avenue,
of
members
The respective
sives.
near the corner of that thoroughfare
these teams state that they are going and Seventh
street, last night, Mrs.
to break all records tonight.
W. T. Reed fell to the sidewalk, fracher shoulder, badly bruising
The social to be given tomorrow turing
and injuring her head and face and
the
hall
O.
C.
R.
by
evening in the
wrenching her knee. An inequality
Catholic Ladles Aid society has been in the level
of the cement walks causof
account
postponed indefinitely on
ed Mrs. Reed to stumble. She was
the fact that there are so many other in
company with her husband When
affairs scheduled for this week.
the accident occurred.
The place
fell
Is
Mrs.
Reed
where
a few feet
The dance to be given at the Com west
offices of the Agua Pura
of
the
mercial club rooms on Friday evening
Two pieces
company.
In honor of Governor William C. Mcat
that
join
point, one being several
Donald and his staff and the officers
inches
than the other.
higher
Guard
National
of the New Mexico
is for the members of the Commercial
"HARVEY'S"
club, their friends and Invited guests.
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
On account of the smallness of the
son. Old management; old rates, car
quarters it was impossible to make
out every Saturday. Leave or
the affair open for the general public. riage
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
C. M.

Celery, Large Blue Plums, Large

A

7:57

The weather yesterday was slightly
warmer than the day before, although
it was rather cool. The thermometer
Try a dram ot oia "rayior Bour registered 82 degrees as the highest
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.
and 51 as the minimum.

Cauliflower

t

at

For Sale Refrigerator, brass bed,
a child's bed, book case and rockers.
Adv.
Mrs. C. M. Bernhard.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

All persons who are contemplating
visiting the Y. M. C. A. camp Friday,
Saturday and Sunday and it is said
there are a large number planning
such a week-enouting are requested to notify Assistant Secretary Burns
at the Y. M. C. A. or George H.
Klnkel. The camp cannot make prep
arations to entertain a large number
of visitors without notice a short
time in advance.
d

While at work in the armory this
morning, getting the building ready
for The Optic's dance, Cruz Segura
was so unfortunate as to lose his
watch. He left the timepiece In his
vest and when he went to get it found
the watch had been stolen. Segura
says a number of boys were hanging

about the pplace and he thinks one
of them got the watch. The matter
has been referred to the police for
Investigation.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agent

BREAKFAST

T!

vHl always be a success if you serve Chase
&

5inobrns

SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food ta.st?s gopd witn it

IIICUHMr

HAYWARD CO. STORE

Sole Agents for Las Vegas, N. M.

Tb

Bo

oi

ite

Best of EvcrylMng Eatable

Many people are planning to at
tend the dance to be given Friday
evening at tne armory by the First
regiment band. The orchestra 6i that
organization, which is composed ,of
eight pieces, will furnish the music.
As the officers wili attend the ball
to be given by the Commercial club
on the same evening, it is expected
that many of the enlisted men will
attend the dance to be given by the
band.

The following civil service exami
nations will be held in this city on
the dates mentioned: August 18, gen
eral mechanic (male), salary $720;
instrument maker (male), salary
$5.12 per diem; mechanical engineer
assistant in
(male), salary $3,000;
agricultural education (male), salary
$1,800 to $2,000; bacteriologist (male),
salary $2,000 per annum. All other in
formation concerning these examina
tions may be obtained from J. R,
Lowe at the local postoffice.

MOTORCYCLISTS

IN DENVER

II

M VEQAS

OPTIC
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Yr ur Own

H
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Best Ball Bearing

BAKERY GOODS
THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits Season

quarters

.

y

;-

You need not go into the country
during the hot summer months if you
have your porch equipped with

-

jlERQLUX

$1.55 for the $2.00 Kind

PORCH SHADES

10c for White Enameled Mugs.
10c for Pointing Trowels.
15c for Screen Door Sets Com-

plete.
20c yard for best
Cloth.

Table Oil

75c for $1.25 Tennis Rackets.
25c, 35c, 45c for Tennis Balls.

HCH SHADES

V

5c for three Nest Eggs.
5c for 3 dozen Clothes Pins.

j. g. j&mmEi & s&m

5c for Blue Seal Vaseline.
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
5c for Maple Door Stops.

623 - 625

$1-2-

See Our Big Line of
CAST ALUMINUM WARE

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President,
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds,

This Week at

Y. M

Douglas Ave

Rural

Galvanized
85c for
Mail Boxes.

Opposite

These weather-proo- f
shades come in
a great varieiy of colors. They admit
0?
REG.U S.PAT, OFF
just the proper amount of fresh air yet
maintain perfect seclusion to those
upon the porch.
They transform any porch into a perfect resting place. The NO- WHIP ATTACHMENT with which these shades were equipped prevent
flapping of the shade, The shades successfully keep out the hot rays of
the sun and while they maintain the porch cool and comfortable, admit
just the prope' amount of light.
Call and see our display or a telephone call will bring the"Aeroiux"man
who will show you color samples and then if you wish, take the measurements
of your porch.
iff

C. A.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
guard officers

I

TO

OF LAS VEGAS.

M.

N

NORMAL'S GUESTS
Capital.

COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES TO
MORROW
NIGHT TO BE AT- TENDED BY MILITARY MEN

Normal Hall:
Governor William

C. McDonald,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits 435,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking,

The graduating class of the New
Mexico Normal University has elected
the following list of officers of the
New Mexico National Guard to be
guests of honor tomorrow night at
the commencement exercises in the

Interest Paid on

Time Beposlis

comma-

S.
A.
General
Brookes, adjutant general of New
Mexico; Colonel E. C. Abbott, regimental commander; Major S. A. Milli-kesurgeon; Major E. P. Bujac, First
battalion commander; Major Ludwig
Tlfeld, Second battalion commander;
Major Arthur Bail, Third battalion
commander; Captain Norman King,
regimental adjutant; Captain F. W.
Thompson, quartermaster;
Captain
James L. Seligman, commissary, and
Captain Harvey M. Shields, chaplain.
Major E. P. Bujac, who is to give
the class oration. Is one of the ablest
speakers vin the state, and it will be
a treat to the citizens of Las Vegas
to listen to him. There will be no
ceremonies besides the regular , pro
gram, which is composed of two songs
and some selections by the orchestra,
the oration by Major E. P. Bujac and
the conferring of degrees by Doctor
Frank H. H. Roberts, the president of
the Normal.
nder-in-chief;

$1,050

FULLY EOUIPPFO AT YOUR HOOK

OVERLAND HODEfc 50 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

m

lepsliiteiileJ

Phjne Main 344.

BUY

ASS

Machine

Co

VVhalen, & Fowler Props

j

AUJO DELtVERY WMBOti

Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

'Hll

PUBLIC SALE
will sell at Pubon
lic Auction
Friday, August 8, to
the highest bidder at 1 o'clock p. m.
I,

M' Li

HoiiiM I

'i

the undersigned,

sharp at the Fountain Square at East
Las Vegas,, the following property,

One International automobile manufactured by the I. H. C. and in good
condition, being overhauled by an expert, and new cylinder rings put In.
Five passenger car.
Six head of horses.
We
headOne span of black Percheron mares
3 and 4 years old, well matched and
for
will weigh about 2,400 pounds; unbroken.
One light brown mare 12 years old,
in
well broken; weight 1,250.
One gray f illey 2 years old, sirel
by Calhoun's Percheron stallion.
Starting July 25 will be inaugurOne buckskin mare 8 years old,
ated service by the Pullman company
well broke to work or ride.
STRAWBERRIES AND
between Las Vegas and Denver. HereOne white pony broke to work sintofore it has been necessary for Las
or double and saddle..
gle
CHERRIES EVERY DAY 1
Vegans who travel over the Santa
Absolutely no by bids as Mi. Kier has
Fe to Denver to change cars at Trin-ida- .
moved to Omaha, Neb.i and can't use
with this new service there will
these horses. These horses can be
be no necessity of this change as a
seen at any time at the home of H.
special car will be run to Denver each B
11.
Parker, mesa.
day on train No. 10 A car will be
H, R. PARKER, uanaer.
run from Denver on train No. 1. This
N. C. KIER, Owner.
.
will be a groat benefit not only to
II. P. PARKER, Auctioneer.
vho
travel
to Denver,
I.as Vegans
PHONE MAIN 1
but will al.so be a convenience to travSubscribe for The Optic.
elers from Albuquerque.

.re

LUTl
. U - far

.

Skates

Side-Wal- k

Porch

a Gcszntry G&ttssgQ

UUIOdUIULi)

Denver, Colo., .July 23. The old
days when thousands of cyclists from
all parts of the country were wont to
gather each year for the national as
sembly of the League of American
Wheelmen have been recalled by the
present influx of motorcyclists for the
annual convention and race meeting of
the Federation of American Motorcy
clists. The gathering was formally
opened today wjth hundreds of devo
machines in
tees of the "chug-chug- "
attendance. Many other delegates to
the gathering are making the trip to
Denver on their machines and are ex4A
pected to reach here before the rac
Sunday
ing program is inaugurated
ATTENTION BANDMEN
The races promise to be the most not
All members of the Greater Las
able of their kind ever pulled off in
band are requested to report
America. The program provides for Vegas
. 7:45
o'clock this evening at the
at
all
at
amateur championship events
The band will not give the
hall.
city
distances, from one to 50 miles.
regularly scheduledvconcert uti Lincoln park, but will play Qn the streets
and on the street cars preceding The
Optic's military ball.
F. O. BLOOD, Manager.
ROB'T KASPER, Director.

.D.BOUCHER

EVERYDOQY BEADS
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

GilMULE

SIFELD GOmPMNY,

figs

FOR. SALE
house com plete, including a very handsome
room
suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
maple bed

Furniture of a
birds-ey-

e

seat, rugs, chairs, etc.
Owner leaving city, wishes to sell all together

If

possible.

CALL OR PHONE

TSic

Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,

Main 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
603 Lincoln

Avenue.

